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Clinton In Azerbaijan: Testing Waters For Attack On
Iran
Will Iran attack Azerbaijan and Tbilisi in case of an air-strike?
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Both U.S. and Israel have long had plans for a military strike on Iran, this is not new.
However,  now, considering the latest  events,  a military operation against  Iran is  quite
possible, said Azerbaijani political expert Z. Alizadeh, commenting on a possible U.S.-Israel
air strike on Iran, from Azerbaijani and Georgian territory.

“If Azerbaijan and Georgia will allow that the air strike will happen from their territories, then
who said Iran will  not fire back? So,  the question is,  do we really need all  this? Azerbaijan
does not need to get into these issues”, said Alizadeh.

Another Azerbaijani political expert Fikrat Sadikhov believes, that Azerbaijan should not join
the anti-Iranian coalition.

“I cannot speak for the Georgian side, but as far as Azerbaijan goes, no one would really
want  Azerbaijani-Iranian  relations  to  get  worse.  Since  the  very  beginning,  Azerbaijan
expressed a very solid, neutral position on issues related to this. Baku will not participate in
anti-Iranian  actions.  Iran  is  a  neighboring  country  to  us,  besides  there  are  lots  of
Azerbaijanis living there, so there’s no interest for Azerbaijan to act like that”, Sadiknov
explained.

Russian expert Alexei Vlasov thinks this whole “military operation on Iran” is nothing more,
than a rumor.

“I have big doubts that Azerbaijani government, which always thinks first, and acts second,
will allow such air strike from its territory. This kind of move goes against the diplomacy of
Azerbaijani president Ilham Aliyev. The upcoming Clinton visit  to Baku is a way to get
Azerbaijan to answer one question – how would it behave, if a strike on Iran will happen? I
think, Ilham Aliyev will find a way to maintain a much needed balance.” said Vlasov.
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